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1. Mail network Workwear uniform gets colour change  
Different colours will be used for the next Workwear uniform provided to 
employees in the Mail Network – corporate red and charcoal.  The new dark 
charcoal will replace the light grey garments in the current uniform, informally 
referred to, as prison grey by members. 
 
In the past the Workwear uniform has been provided to employees in the 
Mails, Delivery, Transport and Parcels processing group. This time however 
Parcel Services have been separated out.  
 
The range, sizing and fabrics will remain the same as the current uniform. The 
high visibility lime/yellow colour will continue to be the predominant colour 
for outdoor garments.  
 
Order forms for the Workwear uniform in Mail Network will be distributed in September/October this year 
for the next bulk drop in June 2016. 
 

2. Behaviour based safety - a Union perspective 
Every now and then Behavioural Based Safety programs pop up in Australian workplaces. This week Post is 
running one of these programs for its managers. It has brought out Jim Spigener from the US to run the 
presentations.  
 
The reason Unions don’t like Behavioural Based Safety is because it is 
dangerous. It shifts the focus from identifying the hazards in workplaces 
and then eliminating or reducing the risks associated with them - which 
is what employers have a legal duty to do.   
 
Instead the emphasis of the safety program is on getting workers to work 
more carefully around hazards. Workers are supposed to duck, dodge, 
jump out of the way, lift safely, wear personal protective equipment, 
avoid the line of fire, and keep their eyes on the task. 
  
When a worker is injured, it is viewed as his or her fault for not working carefully enough. Discipline becomes 
management's preferred response to worker injury. Does it sound familiar? 
 
Even where there is no discipline workers still often suffer inquisitions when they report injuries. Fear and  
intimidation descend upon a workplace with a behaviour-based safety program in place. Workers avoid 
inquisitions into their behaviour by ceasing to report accidents and injuries. When injuries aren't reported, 
hazards don't get identified or corrected.  
 
It’s a win-win for the boss with decrease in claims and lots of money saved. But for workers the opposite is 
true with harmful and tragic results.  
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3. EA bargaining begins at Decipha 
EA negotiations commenced this week at Decipha’s office in Abbottsford, 
Victoria. The CWU bargaining team comprises national and state officials and the 
local union CWU delegate.    
 
This was really a preliminary meeting with an overview from Decipha on the 
challenges facing the business. Similar presentations have been made to 
employees. The meeting was also concerned with scheduling meetings over the 
bargaining period and the general conduct of discussions. 
 
Neither Decipha nor the Unions presented a “log” of claims at the meeting. 
However some of the issues the CWU identified on the basis of Membership feedback were: pay, hours of 
work, and alignment of Decipha terms and conditions of employment with Post. And, no diminution of 
existing conditions or entitlements. 
 
We asked Decipha for an early indication of their issues. The only issue flagged by Decipha was concern 
about anything that might prevent flexibility of staffing.  
 
The CWU is intending to put our “log” of claims to Decipha next week. We have asked Decipha that they 
respond with their issues at the next week’s negotiating meeting. 
 
Have your say. 
 
If you have not had a chance to have your say on the “log” you can still so by contacting your state branch. 
 
If you are not a CWU member it is not too late to join to make sure that your voice is heard.  
 

4. Posties and dogs - a long-standing problem 
Posties and dogs have a long-standing problem.  Dogs that run along the 
front fence, jumping up at the fence and barking can be threatening. 
Unrestrained dogs present risks of being bitten, chased and rushed at.  
Post’s advice to posties that the best way to avoid injury is to stay away 
from unrestrained dogs is correct. But it is not that easy when workers 
are exposed to dogs on the street and when entering properties to 
deliver mail. 
 
When a worker reports that he or she has been menaced or injured by a 

dog, managers have a duty to investigate and take action to protect workers from further exposure to the 
threat. Such action should include: suspending delivery to the specific address or street as appropriate to the 
dog attack risk, promptly contacting the customer and local council.  
 
If your manager won’t take action you can: 

 Ask the HSR to raise the issue with management. HSRs have the right to direct a workgroup member 
to cease unsafe work if they have a reasonable concern that to carry out the work would expose 
them to a serious risk. 

 Exercise your right to cease unsafe work. Under the WHS Act workers have a right to cease work if 
they have reasonable concerns that carrying out the work would expose them to a serious risk to 
their health and safety from an immediate or imminent exposure to a hazard.  

 Ask your local CWU delegate or CWU Branch Official to represent the issue to management. 
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5. Changes to work on LPSS of concern 
Post’s proposal to introduce manual induction at the singulation 
workstation on the Large Parcel Sorting System (LPSS) is a concern as it 
has elements of undesirable manual handling. 
 
The manual singulation workstation was assessed in ergomonics repots 
by ERGOS back in 2013. The ERGOS reports concluded that due to the 
repetitive nature of the work it is a high risk work situation. 
Notwithstanding this they judged the singulation workstation compliant 

with ergonomics requirements, mostly because the exposure times are limited to 2 hours and there are 
natural breaks in the sustained work activity. Reasoning derives from information provided by Post on work 
times, work rates and parcel sizes. 
 
Overall, this work has been made more acceptable by eliminating the need to handle every parcel in order to 
straighten their line of movement. The workstation should be more of a monitoring and controlling task, 
which is in line with contemporary work practices to eliminate unnecessary manual handling practices. 
 
To introduce manual feeding from ULD/pallet into the LPSS at the singulation workstation which has been 
assessed as to be high risk activity is unacceptable, as is the outdated idea of two-person lifting of heavy 
parcels. 
 
 
 
 
Yours in Solidarity  

 
Barry McVee 
Branch Secretary 
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